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THE HABSBURG JAW
BY AB CHUDLEY

The Habsburg family (also spelled
Hapsburg) is one of the oldest and
most prominent and influential

European royal families.
The dynasty included
dukes and archdukes of
Austria from 1282,
emperors of Austria from
1804 to 1918, kings of
Bohemia and Hungary
from 1526 to 1918, Holy
Roman emperors from
1438 to 1806, and kings
of Spain from 1516 to
1700.

The Habsburg family
attracted the interest of
dentists because of the
presence of jaw prominence
(called mandibular
prognathism), and the interest
of geneticists, because of the
occurrence of the trait in
several successive generations
of the family. In addition to
the mandibular prognathism
(corresponding to class III
skeletal malocclusion), the
disorder is associated with
other minor anomalies of the
face such as everted lower eye
lids, flattening of the cheek
bones, a thickened, pouting,
lower lip and a prominent
nose. Charles V (also known as
Carlos I) (1500 to 1558) son of
Joanna (daughter of Prince
Ferdinand of Aragon and Queen
Isabella of Castille, and wife of
Duke Philip) shows many of the
features in the illustrated stamps
from several countries. Charles
V was the Holy Roman Emperor
and became the first Habsburg
king of a united Spain. His son
Philip II (1527 to 1598) further
strengthened Spain as a major
power. Spain�s influence declined
after the defeat to England of the
great Spanish Armada in the
English Channel in 1588. Philip
II�s descendant heirs to the throne
included Philip III, Philip IV and

Carlos II (Charles II), where the Habsburg
dynasty ended in 1700.

Many members of the Habsburg family have
been depicted on postage
stamps from several
countries. Spain issued a
series of eight stamps in
1958 portraying Charles V
(Carlos I) to mark the 400th

anniversary of his death
(the 15cts stamp shows
him as a young man [A],
and the 70 cts stamp [B]
as the distinguished
bearded King�no doubt
to cover his prominent
chin!) and five stamps in

1979, to commemorate Kings
of the House of Austria
(Habsburg Dynasty) including
Charles V (Carlos I) and four
of his descendants; Phillip II,
Phillip III, Phillip IV, and
Carlos II�the Phillip IV, 50
PTAS stamp is illustrated [C].
Spain also issued a stamp in
1978 portraying Charles
(Carlos) IV, King of Spain from
1788-1808 (12 PTA stamp
illustrated [D]), who happens
to be a descendant of
individuals in the Habsburg
line through Louis XIV (from
the Bourbon dynasty). The

Belgium stamp (60c + 10c semi-
postal stamp of 1958) [E] depicts
Charles V. The 1983
Czechoslovakia stamp [F] depicts
the bronze bust by Adrian de Vries
of Emperor Rudolf II, an art
treasure found in the Prague
Castle. The facial features
typifying the Habsburg jaw are
clearly evident in them all.

The Habsburg jaw can be
inherited as an autosomal
dominant trait; that is,  affected
parents would pass this on to, on
average, half their children. It is
seen in both sexes, but the
features are more obvious in adult
males. The trait is by no means
restricted to the Habsburgs.

continued on page 4
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At a meeting last month someone suggested that I print
my email address in each issue.  Sure, I said, no problem,
good idea.  This happened immediately after I had received
three different articles for future Buffalos, so I was in a great
mood, all this good material coming in, my requests were
producing results (or maybe it was a promise that, if I had
to write most of the articles myself, you would get tired of
Germany, Austria, Switzerland and France.  Seen as a treat,
perhaps.).  Thanks to all who have responded to whatever
you heard my words as being, it certainly makes life easier
when members share their philatelic knowledge in this way.
And if you have not yet been asked specifically, either I will
get around to you some day or, preferably,  you will
voluntarily hand me some good articles.  Or email them to:
alfbrooks@home.com I know you are out there.

� � � � �

And the response of another collector friend, this one in
France, when he was asked if he would like to have his
picture on a personalized stamp (not yet possible in France):
� Je ne veux  pas avoir ma photo sur un timbre pour ne pas
être traité comme un timbre: on lui lèche le derrière et ensuite,
on lui donne un coup de poing sur la tête.�

� � � � �

The following contribution gives another slant on collecting,
from a copy of  The American Philatelist, 1984:
�Collectors specialize so early in their collecting lives that
they soon know all there is to know about nothing.  And
when they have truly mastered it, only then are they asked
to an expertizing committee and invited to condemn other
people�s stamps.�

-John D. Apfelbaum.
� � � � �

The following anecdote is from an email friend and fellow
collector, Jay Frankston of California, one of a number of
email friends I have made in the past few years.  I have not
met Jay - yet.

On Stamp Collecting
I�m a romantic. I collect stamps for the romance of it so

I�m only interested in canceled stamps, stamps that have
lived, and traveled and carried someone�s words in an
envelope.

Things have changed a lot since I first collected stamps
as a child in Paris. Much of the romance of it is gone and
it�s often more of a business than anything else. Even as a
young adult, while serving in the U.S. Army in Paris, things
hadn�t changed that much yet.

EDITOR NOTES...
I remember going to the Bourse aux Timbres on the

Champs Élysées and sitting on a bench with an old collector
in his gray smock and overcoat exchanging stamps. He took
a few from me and I from him.
We looked it up in the catalog and there was a difference of
10 cents in his favor. So I searched through my pockets for
a dime but all I had was a twenty dollar bill.

Well that required us to carefully put everything away,
me in my briefcase, he in his satchel. And we crossed the
Champs Élysées, through the traffic, the honking cab drivers
and all, to go to a café where, having gotten the change for
my twenty dollar bill, I handed him the 10 cents I owed
him. And he put it in his pocket and turned to me and
said: �Well! Now let me offer you a drink.� There�s something
there that plays well to my romantic nature.

� � � � �

President Bev announced at our last meeting that she would
not be standing for a second term.  She also announced that
Don Fraser would not continue as second vice president.
And we had previously been told that Gloria P. could not
continue as first vice president.
Clark Grierson has indicated he is interested in running for
first vice president, but his name is the only one we have so
far to fill the slate for these important positions.  Nominations
close during our second April meeting, elections take place
at our second May meeting.
Each of us has an obligation to not only show up when we
can to meetings of our Society, but also to contribute
something more in order to keep the WPS vital.  We need
good leadership as well as numbers in attendance, so think
of whom you might nominate to fill these positions. And
you  can also indicate your willingness to stand - don�t be
shy.

� � � � �

Looking for particular used stamps?  Need some good
postmarks on stamps?  One answer is the annual sale at the
Winnipeg Art Gallery, April 4-7 during Gallery hours.  A
committee of hard-working collectors organizes this annual
event, those of us who have been there in previous years
know the �finds� that are to be had for reasonable prices.

� � � � �

Our second auction of the year takes place on Sunday, April
1, from 1:00 to 5:00 PM, at the Deaf Centre, with viewing
at about 12:30.  Robert Z. and the rest worked hard to
make the last one a success, and of course the bidders did
their part. A lot list will be available at our second meeting
in March, and the prices realized will be published.
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WEB WORLD

M. PLANCOT FLORENT
RES. LE GALILEE
33 RUE BORDE
13008 MARSEILLE
FRANCE
EMAIL: fplancot@net-up.com

Would like to receive stamps of:
Belarus, Bosnia, Latvia,

Macedonia, Slovenia, Faroes Islands, Cayman Islands, Cook
Islands, Falkand Islands, Hong Kong, Tristan Da Cunha, Japan,
Great-Britain, United States, Canada, the Netherlands, Belgium
and Switzerland.
Asks to be contacted if you have stamps to exchange from these
countries.

�����

The following, reprinted from the recent edition of  �The
Compulatelist,� is from an article discussing philatelic fraud on
the Internet; written by Wade E. Saadi, the complete article
appeared in The Chronicle of U.S. Classic Postal Issues, and is reprinted
here with the permission of the author:

�While creating a true global marketplace, it [the Internet]
as well opens new opportunities to unscrupulous individuals eager
to foist their figments upon the unaware and uneducated. Previous
to the Internet, fakes would have little chance of being sold as
authentic. Auction houses, dealers and agents, the normal sources
of material and the gating agents for the collector, would have
filtered out the spurious covers. None would dare offer such
things to a client for fear of repercussions and loss of reputation.

But the faceless seller on the Internet is typically little
concerned about that, is and a foolish buyer on the Internet will
fall prey, due to a lack of knowledge about what is being offered.
When purchasing through the channels of organized philately,
buyers are usually aware of the publications, clubs, knowledgeable
students and expertising committees relevant to their collecting
interests. With the Internet, it seems that awareness is slower to
come to new collectors than does the bad material.�

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

THE HABSBURG JAW continued from page 4
Variations of mandibular prognathism can be seen in 2% or

3% of the adult population and often occurs in individuals
without an affected parent. The
trait has been seen to cluster in
several members of families from
all racial and ethnic backgrounds.
Contemporary and well known
figures who have mandibular
prognathism  include American
comedian Jay Leno, host of the
Tonight Show, and former
Canadian Prime Minister, Brian
Mulroney. Who knows, maybe
they are descendants of the
Habsburgs, so give them some

respect! So, when will we see a stamp to honor Mr. Mulroney?
I enjoy collecting stamps that illustrate genetic or medical
themes. I hope to share some other topics with you in future
issues of The Buffalo.

REFERENCES

Chudley, AE (1998). Genetic landmarks through philately- the
Habsburg jaw. Clinical Genetics 54:283-4.

Wolff G, et al (1993). On the genetics of mandibular
prognathism: analysis of large European noble families. Journal
of Medical Genetics 30:112-6.

SPOT THE VARIETY 2 ANSWERS
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BUFFALO CHIPS

Some readers may collect �cinderellas,� defined
by Linn�s as  �stamp-like labels that are not
postage stamps. This could include seals and
bogus issues, as well as revenue stamps, local post
issues and other similar items.�
Nick Bantock, a writer from British Columbia,
has published books in which he writes of
imaginary places.  And for these places he
imagines postage stamps, illustrated here, copied
from a recent review in the National Post.
Another collection topic.

� � � � �

Another �stamp-like� item was also mentioned
in a recent National Post. We all know, some first-
hand, of lost luggage problems on airlines (Is it
true that all unclaimed lost luggage is stored in a
giant warehouse near Cairo?). Soon your luggage
may have attached to it a transmitter as small as
a postage stamp; satellites will receive specific
signals and locate an item anywhere on Earth.
Someone is sure to collect them.

� � � � �
Each year Michel-Rundschau of Germany does a study
of the stamp and souvenir sheet issued  the previous
year.  They recently released the results for 1999,
showing  16,107 issues, stamps and souvenir sheets,
for the year, a new record bettering the previous year�s
14,580. At face value, this would cost $10,748.
The leaders? Tanzania is number one with 581 stamps

and souvenir sheets, almost double the 1991 total of
296 when they were last number one. And the total
of 581 is the second highest total ever; Madagascar�s
717 holds the record from 1993.  Guinea was second
with 492, Liberia third with 476.
Canada moved up on the top 100 list, from 39th place
in 1998 to 23rd for 1999.  USA also made the top
100, where it has been every year since 1991, with a
total of 257 issues.
Michel-Rundschau also estimates the catalog value

for each country based on a multiplier, multiplying
the face values of all the stamps and souvenir sheets
by the respective numbers. Slovenia is the lowest at
1.68, Azerbaijan the highest at 21.91. most are
between 2 and 4. Canada�s multiplier is  2.14;  the
stamps are readily available in Germany and there
are no �special edition� issues. New Zealand, on the
other hand, has a relatively large multiplier of 10.58,
giving its stamps a high Michel catalogue  value. The
catalogue values are in the most cases based on
published wholesale prices in Germany.

SPOT THE VARIETY 3
Attention all you flyspeckers!! Get your magnifying glasses out and compare the two stamp images below. Find nine different changes on the right stamp
compared to the left. Good Luck!!
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JOINT ISSUES
BY ALF BROOKS

What prompted me to write an article on joint issue stamps
was thinking of some issues of Canada that had stamps of the
same design issued by other countries.  Two immediately came
to mind: the 1997 issue with Italy to commemorate the voyage
by John Cabot (pronounce the �t,� please) in 1497,  and the
1984 issue marking the 450th anniversary of Jacques Cartier�s
first voyage to Canada, a joint issue with France.

Because of their identical design, other than for denomination
and country name, these were the obvious ones.  But then I
remembered that for Cartier both France and Canada
had issued stamps in 1934, but the stamps were of
different design.  Were these, strictly speaking, a joint
issue?  And as late as 1999 Canada had issued a stamp
featuring the Marco Polo, a ship built in Canada; because
of its voyages to Australia, that country had issued a
stamp of different design also showing the Marco Polo.
Canada also issued a souvenir sheet picturing both
stamps. And in 1959 Canada and the USA issued stamps
of similar design to mark the opening of the St. Lawrence
Seaway, then in 1984 each issued  a stamp, different designs, to
mark the Seaway�s twenty-fifth anniversary.  Other examples
came to mind of stamps of other countries.  Now I had not
only a topic for an article but a subject for some research, but
how to classify all I could think of and find, how to apply logic
to it all?  A search on the Web quickly showed me that it had
all been done.

The International Philatelic Society of Joint Stamp Issues
Collectors devotes itself to listing and classifying stamps that
are joint issues of two or more countries. This Society classifies
issues in various ways:

FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF A

PHILATELIC SOCIETY MEETING
BY PAT MCDONALD

Fellow stamp enthusiasts will understand my frustration in having no one
with whom to discuss my �finds� such as a special highbright stamp or a
major perf shift. None of my friends are  true collectors and so I have long
wanted to join the Philatelic Society. But until recently I�ve had  a prior
commitment on all those Thursday meeting nights.

But finally I was free to attend. It is not easy to walk into a new situation
when you don�t know  anyone and you are unsure what to expect. So it was
with apprehension that I stepped into my  suit of courage and showed up at
a meeting on a frosty evening in January .

Within minutes I was greeted by someone near the back of the room
who, upon learning I was  interested in joining, whisked me up to meet the
very charming Beverly Barr, President of the  group. Her greeting and
delightful smile quickly put me at ease.

The next twenty minutes was a whirlwind of introductions and
welcoming greetings and some very needed explanations as to what went
on at the meetings. I learned about the library where stamp related resources
could be accessed after the first  month of membership, and I was told about
some of the processes available for the buying and  selling of stamps.

-Joint issue: stamps released by two or more countries on
the occasion of a common event or anniversary and which
are characterized either by a common design or the same
date of issue.
-concerted joint issue: issue date is the same but the design
different.
-parallel joint issue: design is identical, but the lag in issuing
the stamps is greater than 3 days.
-twin issues:  special cases of joint issues where design and
issue date are identical for all the countries involved.
-siamese issues: a special case of twin issues where the stamps
of the two issuing countries are printed se-tenant.

- unique issues: a single stamp bearing the names of all
the countries involved is printed (seldom done).
The Society�s Web site ( http://perso.club-internet.fr/
rzimmerm/index.htm ) also defines territorial or colonial
joint issues, common issues and unilateral issues; this
last can be the result of an aborted joint issue.  The site
also attempts to answer the question: When was the
first joint stamp issued?  The answer is  not cut and
dried.  Was it the 1867 stamp used in the Austro-
Hungarian dual monarchy? If you accept that they were

two countries that is the answer, but were they?  In 1939 Britain
and France planned a joint issue picturing George VI and the
French president, but war ended that possibility.  In 1956 the
first Europa stamps were issued  with six countries involved,
thus the first twin issue not involving colonies.

If you are looking for a new field of collecting this may be
the one for you.  You can contact the Society at the Web site
address above, or by mail: Richard Zimmerman, 124, ave.
Guy de Coubertin, 78470 Saint Remy Les Chevreuse, France.
(Thanks to the International Philatelic Society of Joint Stamp
Issues Collectors for permission to use information from their
Web site).

I had to admire the evidence of so many enthusiastic (volunteer?) workers
- a librarian, a  newsletter editor, organizers of an auction and sale materials,
executive members, etc.

The first hour appeared to be a time for visiting with friends, browsing
through sale and  auction material, distributing �The Buffalo,� and purchasing
raffle tickets. Unfortunately there was no beginners luck for me in that
raffle.

There was lots of socializing and lots of commotion, but an atmosphere
of comfortable camaraderie and enjoyment prevailed. It was not difficult to
strike up a conversation as everyone there had a topic of interest in common.

I am full of questions and was even able to get some answers on that first
evening. A short meeting time brought order to the room, and then it was
auction time. I was not ready yet to participate, but just watching that
auction was very good entertainment. The auctioneers made that sale time
a real fun time. Although I have never bid at an auction I was tempted -
maybe next auction I�ll try.

All in all it was a very interesting experience. I�ll be back and I don�t think
I�ll need that suit of courage. I�ll just show up as regular old me
 - just another avid stamp collector.
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For Sale
Ghana

Mint issues from
 Scott 1 (1957) to 673 (1978)

including  Imperfs and souvenir sheets.
Also most issues (used) between 1 and 200.
 There are also a few covers and air letters.

 All mounted in 23 binders with annotated  pages.
Estimated c/v $1500 (US)

 Open to Offers
Phone (204) 888 3952

OUR PHILATELIC LIBRARY

The WPS has a large  reference library, with hundreds of books
and hundreds of journals, many dating from the 1960�s; these
have been either donated by members or purchased by the WPS.
At our meeting room only a very small part of this collection is
accessible to members, and many items are in  members� homes,
stored in cardboard boxes. Thus, because of this problem of access,
much of this valuable material is unavailable to most members.
This has been the situation for many years, and the collection is
still growing.

As a result of a conversation with Deputy Mayor Lillian
Thomas members of the executive met with Rick Walker and
Vera Andrusiak of the Library Services Division.
They suggested a partnership with the Winnipeg Library System,
and have subsequently indicated they could help the WPS by:

-reviewing the material to determine what might be suitable
to a public library collection.
-cataloguing and processing selected material to be placed in
the Centennial Library.
-providing limited space for current and past issues of philatelic
magazines.
-cataloging any rare or valuable materials and placing them
in stack reference or reference, where they would be available
upon request.
-working with members of the WPS to develop the philatelic
collection.
WPS� executive reviewed and agreed with the above

suggestions and partnering terms. Our material housed at the
Centennial Library will bear the WPS stamp of ownership.  WPS
items which from time to time are culled from the Library shelves
will be returned to the Society.

A WPS sub-committee  (Don Fraser, Michael Zacharias and
Robert Zacharias) will assemble the collection and determine
what material might be made available to the Centennial Library.
They will, however, retain for our own Deaf Centre library those
volumes most popular to our members.  Once they and the
Library personnel complete their work collectors will have easy
access to our very large collection of philatelic reference materials,
available seven days a week in an environment of controlled
humidity and ventilation.

MEETING MINUTES OF FEB. 1/01
BY JUDY LIPSEY

� Meeting called to order by Beverley Barr at 8.00 p.m.

Announcements:
� The new cabinet has arrived and has been installed in a
small storage room in the Deaf Centre.
� Steven Osborne buys collections and comes to town 6
times a year.  To reach him, you can call him at 1-800-we
do buy.
� Buffalo is available.
� Winnipeg Art Gallery show will be in April.  Last year
about $3,500 was raised.
� Red River Bourse will be held in the Charter House Hotel,
Feb. 11.
� For 2nd vice president, Michael Zacharias nominated
Clark Grierson, seconded by Gord Turnbull.
� An exhibition workshop will be held on Feb. 17 in the
Deaf Centre.
� The WPS auction will held on March 25 (not the 18th
as previously reported)
� George Apps reported that the Creative Retirement Stamp
Club is having a meeting on Feb 6, at 1.00 at 185 Smith,
lecture room 182.  At this meeting someone from Canada
Post will speak on the emergence of e-mail.

� Meeting was adjourned at 8.08.

Draw Winners:
� Mike Iwasienko, Alf Brooks, Robert Zacharias, Nick
Fedorchuk.

Wanted

Quantities, as many as possible,
of the extra charge stamps of Germany.

For study purposes
I will return them if you wish.

Guenther Sickert
(204) 254-7380
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BLANK ALBUM PAGES
8½" x 11"

A C I D  F R E E  •  W H I T E  •  1 0 0  L B .  S T O C K
I D E A L  F O R  F R E E  H A N D  O R  C O M P U T E R  P R I N T E R S

AVA I L A B L E  I N  3 - H O L E  P U N C H E D
1 0 0  PA G E S  F O R  O N LY  $ 1 0 . 5 0

TO ORDER CALL:
( 204 )  896-3800

MEETING MINUTES OF FEB. 15/01
BY JUDY LIPSEY

Meeting called to order by Beverley Barr at 8.00 p.m.

Guests and Visitors:
� Sheila Reid

Announcements:
� The last auction had sales totalling $109.00.
� A German auction house has sent notice that it can no
longer send purchases by registered mail to Canada, because
items are going astray.  Instead, it suggests that Federal
Express be used (at $68.00 a trip), or you can take a chance
on the item not being delivered, or an address outside of
Canada can be used.
� Winnipeg Art Gallery show will be April 4-7, during
Museum hours.
� The exhibition workshop will be held on Feb. 17 in the
Deaf Centre, from 1-3.  Please bring all the things that you
will need for your exhibit.
NEW DATE: The WPS auction will be held on April 1,
and not March 25 because of a room
conflict.  The deadline for giving lots to Robert Zacharias
is March 1.
� The cupboard is now nicely organized and titles are
browsable.  Thank you to Michael and Robert for tidying
up.
� Trade table is nicely patronized, and is one more venue
to acquire stamps.
� Two members of the executive are not extending their
term of office.  Don Fraser is 2nd V.P. and Beverley Barr is
president, and these terms expire June 2001.  Don will
continue as membership secretary and Beverley will be past
president.  We are in need of nominees for both of these
positions.  Gloria Pappin resigned at 1st V.P. and Clark
Grierson has let his name stand in.  The chief duties of 2nd
V.P. is to arrange programs for the second meeting of the
month.  The president�s duty is to run the club�s meetings.
Nominations close the 2nd meeting in April and elections
are held the 2nd meeting in May.

� Meeting was adjourned at 8.13.

Draw Winners:
� Ab Chudley, Alf Brooks, Ken Kristjanson, Wendy Smith,
R. Biggs.

Tonight�s Presentation:
� Given by Clark Grierson, entitled �What judges look
for and why.�

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR
BY BOB STANLEY

Having an interest in postal history gives me the rare
opportunity of engaging myself in research for which I have
absolutely no formal training (or aptitude). This is a good
thing, Since I�m not discouraged beforehand by any
unnecessary burden of facts about the scope or depth of the
project. I can plunge right in without regard for the scholarly
methods and norms, and as long as the research is accurate
and satisfies my curiosity, I�m well pleased with the results,
if any.

Being a rank amateur, and intending to stay that way,
has the added benefit of increasing my appreciation of those
who are truly knowledgeable on any philatelic subject and
who can inform us of things unknown. This relieves the
amateur of the burden of instruction or authorship and frees
up a good deal of time for the enjoyment of the subject.
Few other topics could so easily satisfy the budding
detective.


